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Children learn much of what they know—from words to their

birth dates to the fact that the earth is round—from what other

people tell them. But some people are better informants than

others. One way children can estimate the credibility of a

speaker is by evaluating how reliable that person has been in the

past. Even preschoolers prefer learning new words from an adult

who has previously labeled objects correctly rather than one who

has labeled objects incorrectly (Koenig, Clement, & Harris,

2004). Children may also make predictions about a speaker on

the basis of that person’s membership in a particular group. For

example, 4-year-olds expect that an unfamiliar adult, but not

necessarily an unfamiliar child, knows the meaning of the word

hypochondriac (Taylor, Cartwright, & Bowden, 1991). Which of

these two cues to a speaker’s credibility—reliability or age—do

3- and 4-year-old children find more compelling?

METHOD

Fifty-eight 3- and 4-year-old children (range 5 3 years 0 months

to 4 years 11 months; 28 males) watched a short movie featuring

two actors: a young girl (introduced as a ‘‘girl, just your age’’) and

a woman (introduced as a ‘‘grown-up, just like your mom’’). The

movie consisted of a training phase and a testing phase.

In the training phase, children had the opportunity to learn

whether one, both, or neither actor was a reliable source. The

actors were presented with four familiar objects (shoe, airplane,

cup, and telephone), one at a time, and they were asked what

each object was called. In the both-reliable condition (n 5 14;

mean age 5 4 years 2 months), the child actor and the adult actor

provided accurate, but different, labels (e.g., a shoe was called a

‘‘shoe’’ and a ‘‘sneaker’’). In the reliable-adult and the reliable-

child conditions (ns 5 14 and 15, respectively; mean age in each

5 3 years 11 months), either the adult or the child actor provided

accurate labels; the other actor provided inaccurate ones (e.g.,

the shoe was called a ‘‘shoe’’ and a ‘‘glass’’). Finally, in the both-

unreliable condition (n 5 15; mean age 5 4 years 1 month), the

actors provided inaccurate and different labels (e.g., the shoe

was called a ‘‘glass’’ and a ‘‘telephone’’). Approximately half the

children in each condition heard the adult actor give the label

first for the first and fourth objects; the other half heard her give

the label first for the second and third objects.

After the two actors labeled a given object, the experimenter

paused the movie, repeated the two labels in the order they had

been given, and asked the participant what the object was

called, whether it could also be called by the other name, and

whether either actor had ‘‘said something wrong.’’ Corrective

feedback was provided if necessary.

In the testing phase, the movie was the same in all four con-

ditions. The actors were presented with four unfamiliar objects

(paint roller, dish scrubber, strainer, and book light), one at a

time, and they were asked what each one was called. For each

object, the adult actor gave one novel label (e.g., ‘‘blicket’’) and

the child actor gave a different novel label (e.g., ‘‘wug’’). The

experimenter paused the movie, repeated the two labels, and

asked the participant what the object was called. Only neutral

feedback was given.

RESULTS

As Figure 1 shows, children in the both-reliable and reliable-

adult conditions clearly preferred the novel labels given by the

adult actor, endorsing her labels more frequently than would be

expected by chance, t(13) 5 2.22, prep 5 .92, d 5 0.59, and t(13)

5 5.09, prep 5 .99, d 5 1.36.1 In contrast, children in the re-

liable-child condition had the opposite preference: When the

child actor had been more reliable than the adult, participants
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1Some researchers have found that 4-year-olds are better able to monitor
relative accuracy than 3-year-olds are (Koenig & Harris, 2005). However, we
found no effects or interactions involving the participants’ age or sex. Results are
collapsed across these variables.
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Title is short but descriptive

The first two sentences give the reader a good overview of the topic, and perhaps what inspired it. This opening also gives the reader a mental picture of the study--they will be testing what happens when children are given new information by an unreliable person. 

First in text citation for two or more authors lists all authors' names. Subsequent citations to this article would appear as (Koenig, et al., 2004)

Lists relevant characteristics of participants in this case age and gender.

The authors gives sample items to give the reader a sense of what the participants experienced in the study

Conditions are labeled in a meaningful way "reliable-adult" as opposed to just "Experimental" and "Control". This label is kept consistent throughout the paper.

library
Note
Refer the reader to figures in tex, but don't put the same information in both places. This tells them where to look for more information.

For each statistical test the actual numbers are given, in this case a t-test was done to see if the mean continuous outcome (endorsing labels of the adult) was different than a criterion value (in this case 50%--chance)

library
Note
This is the article's major research question. In other articles a hypothesis would go here stating the authors' predictions of how the Independent variables (reliability and age) would influence the outcome (which label the children preferred)



favored the novel labels given by the child actor, t(14) 5 4.68,

prep 5 .99, d 5 1.21. In the both-unreliable condition, children

were ambivalent, t(14) < 1, with 4 of the 15 participants (27%)

consistently (three or more times out of four) insisting that nei-

ther actor’s label was appropriate.

An analysis of variance on the number of times children se-

lected the adult actor’s novel label revealed a significant effect

of condition, F(3, 54) 5 13.31, prep 5 .99, Z2 5 .43. Children in

the both-reliable and reliable-adult conditions selected the

adult actor’s label more often than those in the reliable-child

condition, and children in the reliable-adult condition selected

the adult actor’s label more often than those in the both-unre-

liable condition (Tukey’s HSD, p < .05).

DISCUSSION

Preschoolers experience many more situations in which an adult

knows more than a child than situations in which the reverse is

true. Indeed, they may see adults as omniscient (e.g., Wimmer,

Hogrefe, & Perner, 1988). They are generally willing to accept

what an adult says, sometimes even when it contradicts their

own experience. For example, preschoolers who witness an

event and then hear an adult provide misleading information

about it will later often report the misleading information

themselves. Interestingly, when the same misleading informa-

tion comes from a child rather than an adult, it is much less

likely to be reported (Ceci, Ross, & Toglia, 1987; Lampinen &

Smith, 1995).

Given this normal deference to adults, our results are espe-

cially noteworthy. When 3- and 4-year-olds had no reason to

doubt an adult’s credibility, they were more receptive to the

novel labels she provided than to those provided by a peer. This

result is consistent with the research just described. However,

when the adult had mislabeled just four objects, children no

longer considered her to be the better informant. Indeed, when

the peer had been more reliable than the adult, children actually

favored the labels that the peer provided.

By default, preschoolers assume that adults are better sources

of information about what things are called than children are.

Our study shows that they need surprisingly little counterevi-

dence to override this assumption. How long-lasting this effect

would be and whether it would generalize to a domain other than

word learning remain intriguing questions.
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Fig. 1. Average number of times (out of four) that children selected the
novel label given by the adult speaker, the child speaker, or neither, in each
condition. Error bars show standard errors of the means. Asterisks in-
dicate selection of an informant’s label more often than expected by chance
(p < .05, prep > .92, by t test).
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Reliability Over Age

library
Note
The graph is clearly labeled, both the X and Y axis have labels, as do each group (Adult, Child, Neither). Significant differences between conditions are indicated by a *

library
Note
A running head appears at the top of each page to identify the article

library
Note
The definitions the researchers used in their analysis are laid out---in this case they defined "consistently" as "three or more times out of four". By doing this they know the reader understand what they mean.

library
Note
Results are indicated both by the statistical test, but also in words. Note that only the results are given, but the authors do not interpret what the results mean...that is in the discussion section. 

library
Note
The discussion starts with a brief reminder of the topic to re-orient the reader to the upcoming conclusions. Past research is brought up to highlight the importance of the findings of the present study. 

The article finished with a suggestion for future research that comes out of an un-answered question from the present study.

library
Note
References are organized alphabetically by the first authors last name. All articles cited in the text od the article are listed here.

library
Note
Since the first author of these two studies is the same, the second authors last name is used to alphabetize these articles. 

Notes how the findings from this study are similar/different from other studies mentioned in the introduction

The authors' interpretation of what their results mean is put into the discussion section

Figure label is descriptive, it gives the Y axis label (number of selections) the X axis (the identity of the speaker) and the groups (child or adult)

This one sentence sums all the findings from this entire study and leaves the reader with a clear idea about the study. This is the "take-home" message of the study.




